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                        "Abortion Survivor: Josiah's Story"
                    

                    
                        
Josiah Presley is a survivor of a failed curettage abortion attempt. While he is lucky to be alive, he has had to navigate life with the full use of only one of his arms, as it is believed that the other was badly damaged during the procedure which was supposed to end his life. He is one of 11 adopted children and an ardent believer that every single human being has value and deserves to live - regardless of the difficulties or challenges they may face in life. 
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                        "It's like a backstreet abortion" Eden on the abortion pills being taken at home by vulnerable women. 
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You began life in the womb as a tiny embryo, You are totally Younique: a never-to-be-repeated human being. Take a look at your life as it was in the womb
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Pregnancy is unique to each mother; an adventure that results in the birth of a new human being. Join us on your journey!
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Abortion has devastating consequences for mother, baby and society. There is always a better answer. See the evidence, read the testimonies. 
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                        Are there life-threatening illnesses arising in pregnancy where the life of the mother can only be saved by abortion?

                    
                        When does human life begin?

                    
                        Can the unborn child feel pain?

                    
                        What about where the baby has a life limiting condition and is not expected to live for long after birth?
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A Romanian christian rock band wrote a pro-life song and shot this compelling video
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Documentary by La Brant Family who had an unexpected pregnancy. They wanted to get their story out
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Unplanned is the most important movie you’ll ever see on the most controversial issue of our time.
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                                                        Lila Rose

                            An American pro-life activist and the founder of the pro-life group Live Action. She is known for a series of campaigns against affiliated facilities of Planned Parenthood Federation of America.




                        


                    
                        
                                                            
                                                                            
                                        

                                                                    
                                                        Eduardo Verastegui

                            The Mexican actor regularly stands in front of abortion clinics, praying and sidewalk counseling.


                        


                    
                        
                                                            
                                                                            
                                        

                                                                    
                                                        Kim Alexis

                            Kim and her husband Ron Duguay, a former NHL player, live in Southern California with their five children. 

                        


                                    

                            

        

    



    
    
        
            
                                    
                        

                        “A nation that kills its own children is a nation without hope.”
                            Pope John Paul II
                        

                    

                                    
                        

                        “I certainly supported a woman’s right to choose, but to my mind the time to choose was before, not after the fact.”
                            Ann B. Ross
                        

                    

                                    
                        

                        “It seems to me as clear as daylight that abortion would be a crime.”
                            Mahatma Gandhi
                        

                    

                                    
                        

                        “A person is a person no matter how small.”
                            Dr. Seuss
                        

                    

                                    
                        

                        “Pro-life feminists believe in women and their ability. Pro-choice feminists only see women as weak and something to be exploited. ”
                            Abby Johnson
                        

                    

                                    
                        

                        “Abortion should be listed as a weapon of mass destruction against the voiceless.”
                            E. A. Bucchianeri
                        

                    

                                    
                        

                        “I think we have deluded ourselves into believing that people don’t know that abortion is killing. So any pretense that abortion is not killing is a signal of our ambivalence, a signal that we cannot say yes, it kills a fetus.”
                            Faye Wattleton
                        

                    

                                    
                        

                        “When we consider that women are treated as property it is degrading to women that we should treat our children as property to be disposed of as we see fit.”
                            Elizabeth Cady Stanton
                        

                    

                                    
                        

                        “Any woman who has felt a baby stir inside her [and] any man who has seen the tiny heart pulsing on an ultrasound screen, knows that abortion is about ending a life.”
                            Karen Kissane
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